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From #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan comes an
explosive collection that includes the first five novels in the GhostWalker series.
The brainchild of renowned scientist Peter Whitney, the GhostWalker experiment
was created to enhance the psychic abilities of an elite squadron, transforming
their natural telekenetic powers into a unique military weapon. But something has
gone wrong... SHADOW GAME In the isolated underground, the men have been
dying, and Captain Ryland Miller knows he’s next. When Dr. Whitney himself is
murdered, Ryland has only one person left to trust: Whitney's daughter Lily, who
shares Ryland’s every fear, every betrayal, every growing suspicion, and every
passionate beat of the heart. MIND GAME Possessed of an extraordinary
telekinetic gift, Dahlia LeBlanc has become the target of deadly assassins. Now
she must rely on dangerous warrior Nicolas Trevane to protect her. Together,
they generate a scorching heat, but can she trust this man with her secrets?
NIGHT GAME Gator Fontenot can’t refuse an urgent request to save the elusive
Iris “Flame” Johnson, a victim of the same horrific experiments that warped him.
But can two people haunted by violent betrayals trust the passion that soon
ignites between them? Or is one of them just playing another seductive and
deadly night game? CONSPIRACY GAME A mission to rescue his brother in the
jungle has left GhostWalker Jack Norton vulnerable to rebel forces. His only
salvation is his power of telepathy. Then he meets Briony, an unusual beauty on
a mission of her own. But they share more than the sweltering heat... DEADLY
GAME Expert assassin Ken Norton is on a mission that reaches into the past of a
mysterious, beautiful GhostWalker who has been taken hostage. No stranger to
the ways of violent warfare, Mari must join forces with Ken and trust his every
move—each one more intimate than the last.
In the new GhostWalker novel by the No. 1 New York Times bestselling author of
Viper Game, a trained killer meets his match in a woman whose very kiss can
stop a heart. The Cajun dive in the middle of the godforsaken swamps wasn't
exactly Trap Dawkins' idea of fun. But the GhostWalker wasn't there for a good
time. He was looking for her. Cayenne. It's where she found her victims. Poor
suckers. Then again, who wouldn't want to leave a place like this with a woman
like her? It's not Cayenne's fault. Locked up, experimented on and never knowing
kindness, she was bred this way - with a heart of pure venom. Trap understands
her. He survived his own dark past and he shares her desire for getting even. But
now Trap's greatest danger is Cayenne herself. Because what's inside her is
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Books
queen of paranormal romance - I love everything she does.' - J.R. Ward
A trained killer meets his match in a woman whose very kiss can stop a heart.
--Publisher.
"Uninhibited passion meets spine-chilling danger in this thrilling GhostWalker
novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan. The next
book in the GhostWalker series"-Dark Predator
Dark Legacy
Christine Feehan Ghostwalkers Novels 1-5
Christine Feehan Ghostwalkers Novels 6-9
In this sizzling and suspenseful GhostWalker novel by the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Spider Game, two lovers discover there’s
no telling who will come out on top. When radical terrorists take
hostages in Indonesia, Captain Ezekiel Fortunes is called to lead the
rescue team. Part of a classified government experiment, Zeke is a
supersoldier with enhanced abilities. He can see better and run faster
than the enemy, disappear when necessary and hunt along any terrain.
There are those in the world willing to do anything for power like
that... A formidable spy genetically engineered to hide in plain
sight, Bellisia rarely meets a man who doesn’t want to control her or
kill her. But Zeke is different. His gaze, his touch—they awaken
feelings inside her that she never thought possible. He’s the kind of
man she could settle down with—if she can keep him alive...
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan returns to a
world of terrifying power and forbidden passion in the second novel in
her breathtaking GhostWalker series. Possessed of an extraordinary
telekinetic gift, Dahlia LeBlanc has spent her life isolated from
other people. And just when she thinks she’s finally achieved some
semblance of peace, her well-orchestrated world comes crashing down...
For a reason she cannot guess, she has become the target of deadly
assassins. Suddenly no place is safe—not even the secret refuge she’d
established long ago. Now she must rely on Nicolas Trevane—a dangerous
warrior sent to track her down and protect her. Together, they
generate a scorching heat Dahlia never imagined was possible. But can
she trust this man with her secrets—especially when some people would
kill to get their hands on them?
In a thrilling Carpathian novel from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Christine Feehan, a woman fights to free herself from the grip
of the vampire trying to possess her... In a beautiful compound hidden
away from the world, Emeline Sanchez tries to blunt the pain that has
wracked her body ever since her terrifying ordeal in the labyrinth
beneath the city--when she was forced to exchange blood with an evil
master vampire. Now, it's his voice that haunts her...that calls to
her in the dark...that never lets her rest. And while the children
that she helped to free from his clutches struggle to heal, watched
over by their Carpathian protectors, Emeline knows one thing: She must
sacrifice herself to keep them all from harm... For her beauty is
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into a frenzy, they'll never stop coming for her. And only the taste
of one Carpathian warrior--the rush of his blood--can save her...
Awakened in human form, Tatijana of the Dragonseekers longs to explore
the modern world in which she now lives until she meets her destiny in
the form of Fenris Dalka whose past, secrets and enemies are linked to
hers. Reprint.
Power Game
Savage Nature
Lightning Game
Leopard's Scar

Possessed of an extraordinary telekinetic gift, Dahlia Le Blanc has
spent her life isolated from other people. And just when she thinks
she's finally achieved some semblance of peace, her well-orchestrated
world comes crashing down... For a reason she cannot guess, she has
become the target of deadly assassins. Suddenly no place is safe - not
even the secret refuge she's established long ago. Now she must rely
on Nicolas Trevane - a dangerous warrior sent to track her down and
protect her. Together they generate a scorching heat Dahlia never
imagined was possible. But can she trust this man with her secrets especially when some people would kill to get their hands on them?
When rumors begin circulating that GhostWalkers are responsible for
a violent new cross-country game, Kaden, a GhostWalker, is
determined to clear their name with the help of psychic Tansy
Meadows, who complicates his mission in more ways than one.
Original.
After finding a dead body in the Louisiana bayou near her home, Saria
Boudreaux is concerned that her shape-shifting leopard brothers will
be blamed and agrees to help investigator Drake Donovan hunt for the
killer.
"#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan is "one of
the best storytellers around" (RT Book Reviews). Find out why as two
lovers surrounded by greed and corruption discover there's no telling
whom you can trust--or who will come out on top... When members of
a United Nations joint security force are taken hostage by radical
terrorists in Indonesia, Captain Ezekiel Fortunes is called to lead the
rescue team. Part of a classified government experiment, Zeke is a
supersoldier with enhanced abilities. He can see better and run faster
than the enemy, disappear when necessary and hunt along any
terrain. There are those in the world willing to do anything for power
like that... A formidable spy genetically engineered to hide in plain
sight, Bellisia rarely meets a man who doesn't want to control her or
kill her. But Zeke is different. His gaze, his touch--they awaken
feelings inside her that she never thought possible. He's the kind of
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man she could settle down with--if she can keep him alive.."-Books
Dark Ghost
Toxic Game
Samurai Game
Mind Game
A member of the Special Forces paranormal squad, Gator Fontenot embarks
on a dangerous mission to capture Iris "Flame" Johnson, a beautiful weapon
of destruction bent on vengeance, who has become the target of a lethal
assassin. Original.
In a world so dark and seductive, expect nothing less than a triple-cross in
this explosive Ghostwalker novel by #1 New York Times bestselling author
Christine Feehan… In an underground club, a high-ranking public official
spends his secret nights indulging in fantasies as exciting as they are
depraved. For a seductive employee of the Dungeon, it’s her job to fulfill
them. But she’s playing a far more dangerous game—one of blackmail,
politics, and murder that reaches into the shadow world of the Ghostwalkers,
and the creation of a spectacular, one-of-a-kind new weapon of defense. But
when a dictator makes his own catastrophic moves, the Ghostwalkers have
no choice but to bring in two major players—a man and woman both driven
by passion and revenge. Both expendable. Both with nothing left to lose.
Treason, torture and temptation haunt the GhostWalkers in their most
dangerous adventure yet, as Christine Feehan's #1 New York Times
bestselling series hits an explosive new high. Rescuing an industrial spy
from the hands of a criminal mastermind is a suicide mission for the
GhostWalkers. And there's no one more up to the task than Gino Mazza. He's
the perfect killing machine--a man driven by demons so dark and destructive
that his blighted soul has given up trying to find solace. But his laser-sharp
focus on his target has transformed into something nearing desire. A
treasonous senator dangled top secret GhostWalker data in front of a
Chinese crime lord, and he bit. Zara Hightower, one of the world's leading
experts on artificial intelligence, was sent in to psychically wipe the crime
lord's computer network. She succeeded, but at a huge cost. Now she's the
captive of a man who has descended into paranoid madness. Torture and
death await her... But GhostWalkers never leave one of their own in enemy
territory. And it's up to Gino to save Zara, or kill her if it turns out she's led
them into a trap. Either way, heaven or hell won't stop him...
For Mack McKinley and his team of GhostWalker killing machines, urban
warfare is an art. But despite a hard-won knowledge of the San Francisco
streets, Mack knows from experience that too many things can still go
wrong. Danger was just another part of the game - and now he's come faceto-face with a woman who can play just as tough. She's Jaimie, a woman
with a sapphire stare so potent it can destroy a man. Years ago she and
Mack had a history - volatile, erotic and electric. Then she vanished. But now
she's walked back into Mack's life again, as a spy with more secrets than are
good for her. Against all odds, she's hooking up with Mack one more time to
take on an enemy that could destroy them both, or bring them back
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Dark Legend
Murder at Sunrise Lake
Deadly Game
Covert Game
Sink your teeth into this #1 New York Times bestselling GhostWalker
novel—a “fantastic, sinister tale of danger and treachery”(RT Book
Reviews). GhostWalker Wyatt Fontenot knows the price he paid for the
secret military experiments that gave him his special catlike abilities. After
all, he left his bayou home a healer and came back a killer. While Wyatt and
his GhostWalker brother Gator may have known exactly the sort of game
they were getting into, Wyatt never anticipated where it would lead—or to
whom. The swamps hold many mysteries, but few are as sinuously
seductive as Le Poivre de Cayenne. The woman the locals call Pepper is
every bit as enigmatic as the three little girls she’s desperately trying to
protect. From what, Wyatt is soon to discover. Right now Pepper needs a
man like Wyatt. Passionately. But her secrets are about to take them both
deeper into the bayou than either imagined—where desire is the deadliest
poison of all. INCLUDES A BONUS EXCERPT FROM CHRISTINE FEEHAN’S
GHOSTWALKER NOVEL, NIGHT GAME
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan reaches new
heights of passion and suspense in this thrilling novel that takes readers
deep into the California backcountry, where a woman is tormented by
visions of a killer. It starts in her dreams. Hideous flashes from a nightmare
only she can stop. Images of a murderer stalking the ones she cares about
most… Stella Harrison thought she got away from the traumas of her past.
Running the Sunrise Lake resort high in the Sierra Nevada mountains has
brought her peace, even though she doesn’t truly share her quiet life with
anyone. Not even Sam, the hired handyman that notices everything and
always seems to know exactly what she needs. Stella doesn’t know
anything about Sam’s past, but somehow over the last two years his slow,
steady presence has slipped past her defenses. Still, she knows she can’t
tell him about her recent premonitions. So far there’s been no murder. No
body. No way to prove what’s about to happen without destroying the life
she’s built for herself. But a killer is out there. And Stella knows that this
time she’ll do whatever it takes to stop him.
In the world of #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan’s
GhostWalker series, there are men and women who are invisible to their
enemies, yet unprotected from the passions that could be their downfall....
Saber Winter is running from her past when she meets Jess Calhoun, an exNavy SEAL, physically and emotionally compromised by his own mysterious
and violent history as a Ghostwalker. What Jess senses in Saber is a
kindred spirit, a lost soul desperate for sanctuary. He offers her a home, a
job, and a haven where she can safely reveal the secrets that shadow her.
But danger follows her, too. Now, the riddles of both their pasts are about
to collide, shattering the promise of their future with the ultimate betrayal.
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wounded warrior and a woman on the run find salvation, passion and
unimaginable danger in the ghostly darkness of the Carpathian Mountains…
Monk. Bounty hunter. Vampire slayer. Andre Boroi has spent centuries
battling the undead, holding out against the dark with honor. But now,
gravely wounded by master vampire Costin Popescu, Andre will be easy to
track. His only chance is to disappear into the gray mist of the Carpathians.
To wait. To hope. In the mountains in search of a precious crystal, geologist
Teagan Joanes suddenly finds herself hunted by those she once trusted.
Then she comes across the warrior—wounded, wanting and irresistible.
Andre has been craving her for an eternity: his lifemate. Her warmth
envelops him. Her scent pulsates. And with every beat of her heart, Teagan
surrenders to a passion she can’t possibly comprehend...
Street Game
Spider Game
Dark Lycan
Ruthless Game

They were masters of the darkness, searching through
eternity for a mistress of the light... Gabriel woke deep
within the ground, and the first sensation he felt was
hunger. An overwhelming hunger for blood that demanded
satisfaction. But as he hunted the dark streets of Paris
for prey, a voice called to him, soothing, calming, giving
him the strength to control his craving. Francesca Del
Ponce was a healer, a woman who radiated goodness as
powerfully as the sun did light. But surely his obsession
with her would turn him as his twin brother had turned,
leaving the world with two monsters instead of one. Though
he knew she would be like hot silk in his arms, though he
knew the taste of her would be addictive, he feared for her
life and his soul if he took her. Then with one mindshattering vow she gave herself—“I offer freely, without
reservation, I offer my life for your as is my right”—and
with a firestorm of long-forgotten feelings, he glimpsed
salvation.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan
plunges readers into the darkest recesses of the mind as a
man and a woman discover the terrifying power—and the
forbidden passion—that could destroy them both in the first
novel in the GhostWalker series. The brainchild of renowned
scientist Peter Whitney and his brilliant daughter, Lily,
the GhostWalker experiment was created to enhance the
psychic abilities of an elite squadron, transforming their
natural telekenetic powers into a unique military weapon.
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But something has gone wrong... In the isolated
Books
underground, the men have been dying, victims of bizarre
accidents. Captain Ryland Miller knows he is next. When Dr.
Whitney himself is murdered, Ryland has only one person
left to trust: the beautiful Lily. Possessed of an uncanny
sixth sense herself, Lily shares Ryland’s every new fear,
every betrayal, every growing suspicion, and every
passionate beat of the heart. Together, they will be drawn
deeper into the labyrinth of her father’s past...and closer
to a secret that someone would kill to keep hidden.
Danger and passion fuse in this electrifying GhostWalker
novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine
Feehan. GhostWalker Rubin Campo's rough upbringing made him
into the man he is today: strong, steadfast and wary of
outsiders. When he and his brother return to their family's
homestead in the Appalachian Mountains, he can immediately
sense that a stranger has taken up residence in their
cabin--a woman who just happens to be a GhostWalker too.
Jonquille looks deceptively delicate but is clearly a
fighter. She also doesn't seem to care that Rubin could
kill her where she stands. She sought him out, wanting to
connect on their shared interest in electrical charges. As
one of the first failed GhostWalker experiments, Jonquille
can produce lightning with her body--but she can't control
it. Their connection is magnetic, their abilities in sync.
Rubin knows she's his match, the answer to a lifetime of
pain and intense loneliness. But Jonquille came to him with
hidden intentions, ones that threaten to destroy their bond
before it can truly begin....
From the "New York Times" bestselling author comes a new
series featuring a man and woman with telekinetic abilities
who discover a terrifying power--and a forbidden
passion--that could destroy them both. Original.
Night Game
Annihilation Road
Number 8 in series
Lethal Game
Rafael De La Cruz, an immortal Carpathian, is determined to possess the fiercely independent and mortal
Colby Jansen as his own.
Two predators collide with unbridled passion in this intoxicating GhostWalker novel from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Christine Feehan. Jonas “Smoke” Harper has watched his brothers find their
perfect mates, never imagining he’d actually meet someone who complements every part of him—even the
monster that lurks within. But his instant connection with Camellia goes far beyond wanting the intelligent,
beautiful, and lethal woman in his bed. They are two parts of a whole, linked to each other and to a larger
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unique psychic abilities to keep her safe. She knows that Jonas was literally made for her, and that makes their
addictive connection more dangerous than a thousand enhanced super soldiers. Once the larger threat
looming over them is dealt with she’s going to get far away as fast as she can. Life has taught her that the
only one she can truly trust is herself. Jonas can sense Camellia is going to run—and the hunter inside
doesn’t want to let go. Not when he knows how good they’ll be together. So he’ll just have to use all of
his considerable skills to convince her to stay....
A new, exhilarating novel in the Leopard series by #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan.
"The next GhostWalker novel by #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan"-Predatory Game
After the Music
Viper Game
Dark Secret

#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan goes all in with this sexy romantic
thriller set among the dangers—both man-made and natural—of Nevada’s breathtaking
landscape. Vienna Mortenson isn’t your typical gambler. She prefers to stay under the
radar, using her poker winnings to support her family and her community, including the
local search and rescue team, which she heads up. Out in the backcountry there’s no time
for hesitation when lives are on the line. Vienna prides herself on being tough and decisive.
She’s not the sort to make a fool of herself over a guy, especially one who left her high and
dry without a backward glance. Zale Vizzini’s job constantly puts him in harm’s way.
Working undercover and disappearing for months at a time isn’t exactly a recipe for a
stable relationship. Despite the challenges and the risks, Zale wants something real with
Vienna. He just needed time to figure out how to be in her life without putting her in
danger. Now, he’s determined to win her back, and he’s ready to lay all his cards on the
table. As their friends’ wedding approaches, Zale takes advantage of the festivities to
make a play for Vienna’s heart. But there are more deadly forces waiting to strike in the
rugged terrain of Nevada and the western Sierras. Soon both of their lives are threatened,
and the odds are stacked against them....
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan goes beyond the boundaries of
paranormal romance as two lovers take to the streets to play the most dangerous game of
all. For Mack McKinley and his team of GhostWalker killing machines, urban warfare is
an art. But despite a hard-won knowledge of the San Francisco streets, Mack knows from
experience that too many things can still go wrong. Danger is just another part of the
game—and now he’s come face-to-face with a woman who can play just as tough. Jaimie is
a woman with a sapphire stare so potent it can destroy a man. Years ago she and Mack
had a history—volatile, erotic, and electric. Then she vanished. Now she’s walked back into
Mack’s life as a spy with too many secrets for her own good. Against all odds, she’s
hooking up with Mack one more time to take on an enemy that could destroy them both,
or bring them back together in one hot, no-holds-barred adrenaline rush.
The sparks of unexpected passion ignite in this electrifying GhostWalker novel from #1
New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan. When Malichai Fortunes attacks a
problem, he does it full force—a habit that earns the GhostWalker a painful injury and a
forced vacation in San Diego, California. With nothing but physical therapy on the
horizon, Malichai is starting to get restless...until a striking blue-eyed blonde makes all his
senses come alive. Amaryllis is kind and warm and sees beyond Malichai’s rough exterior,
but he can tell there’s something she’s hiding. Her innate healing abilities indicate she
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crossing is anything more than coincidence, but he can sense that one wrong word could

send Amaryllis running. When strange events at his temporary retreat put Malichai on
high alert, he knows he won’t be able to deal with the threat and keep his woman safe in
his weakened state. But calling in his brothers means telling Amaryllis what he really is,
and revealing that he knows the truth about her too.…
Surrender to the seductive world of the GhostWalkers in this collection that includes four
novels from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan. PREDATORY
GAME Ghostwalker Jess Calhoun senses in Saber Winter a kindred spirit, a lost soul
desperate for sanctuary. He offers her a home, a job, and a haven where she can safely
reveal the secrets that shadow her. But danger follows her, too. Now, the riddles of both
their pasts are about to collide, shattering the promise of their future with the ultimate
betrayal. MURDER GAME Games should be fun, but for two expert teams across the
country, they’re murder. The participants in this violent challenge are rumored to be
GhostWalkers—and Kaden Montague is determined to clear their name with the help of
psychic Tansy Meadows. But as soon as he sees her, he knows his mission will be more
complicated than he imagined—and the “murder game” may not be at all what it seems.
STREET GAME For Mack McKinley and his team of GhostWalker killing machines,
urban warfare is an art. But despite a hard-won knowledge of the San Francisco streets,
Mack knows from experience that too many things can still go wrong. Danger was just
another part of the game—and now he’s come face-to-face with a woman who can play just
as tough. RUTHLESS GAME Ghostwalker Kane Cannon is pure male—animalistic, sexual,
protective, instinctive—and his past missions have prepared him for anything. But his
newest assignment, to rescue hostages in Mexico, plunges him into a hot zone he never
anticipated: the hiding place of Rose Patterson—fugitive, ex-lover, a fellow Ghostwalker
pregnant with his child.
Phantom Game
Red on the River
Number 2 in series
Murder Game
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan takes readers into the
hot zone in this pulse-pounding GhostWalker novel. On a rescue mission in the
heart of the Indonesian jungle, Dr. Draden Freeman and his GhostWalker team
need to extract the wounded as quickly as possible—or risk spreading a deadly
virus unleashed by a terrorist cell. When Draden gets infected, he forces his team
to leave him behind. He won’t risk exposing anyone else. He intends to find the
ones responsible and go out in a blaze of glory.… Shylah Cosmos’s mission is to
track the virus and remain unseen. Her enhanced senses tell her that the
gorgeous man eradicating the terrorists one by one is a GhostWalker—and his
lethal precision takes her breath away. When he’s hit by a lucky shot, she can’t
stop herself from stepping in, not knowing that by saving his life she’s exposed
herself to the virus. There’s no telling how much time Draden and Shylah have
left. Racing to find a cure, they quickly realize that they’ve found their perfect
partner just in time to lose everything. But even as the virus threatens to
consume their bodies, they’ve never felt more alive. THE GHOSTWALKER
NOVELS ARE… “Sexy as hell.”—The Reading Cafe “Explosive!”—Fallen Angel
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#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan explores the limits of
endurance and the boundaries of passion in a life-and-death struggle to survive
in this GhostWalker novel... It begins as a mission to protect a politician from an
assassination threat. But the operation takes an unexpected turn when Mari, a
mysteriously beautiful GhostWalker, is taken hostage. At the same time, Ken
Norton, expert assassin and himself a GhostWalker warrior, is on a mission of
his own—one that reaches into Mari’s own past. No stranger to the ways of
violent warfare, Mari must join forces with Ken and trust his every move—each
one more intimate than the last.
All paths lead to destruction in the new Torpedo Ink novel from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Christine Feehan. Savin “Savage” Pajari is convinced
he’s not worth a damn thing. He’s not like his brothers. He’s a sadistic monster,
a killer—a man no woman could truly love. So it completely throws him when a
stranger risks her life for his, pushing him out of the way and taking the hit that
would have sent him six feet under. If he had any kind of sense, he’d leave her
alone, but Savage can’t get the woman with a smart mouth and no sense of selfpreservation out of his head. With one kiss, he’s lost. Seychelle Dubois has
spent her entire life not feeling much of anything, until Savage comes along and
sets her whole body on fire. Kissing him was a mistake. Letting him get close
would be a catastrophe. He’s the most beautiful—and damaged—man she’s ever
met. He has a way of getting under her skin, and what he’s offering is too
tempting to resist. Seychelle knows so little about Savage or the dangerous
world of Torpedo Ink, but his darkness draws her like a moth to a flame. Loving
him could mean losing herself completely to his needs—needs she doesn’t
understand but is eager to learn. But what Savage teaches her could destroy her.
Hunter of the undead and master executioner Zacarias De La Cruz returns to
Peru where he finds betrayal, vengeance and the consequences of his family's
bloody legacy in this new novel from the New York Times best-selling author of
Dark Peril. Reprint. 500,000 first printing.
Shadow Game

While on a mission in Mexico to rescue hostages, GhostWalker Kane Cannon
stumbles upon Rose Patterson, a fugitive and fellow GhostWalker pregnant
with his child, and is forced to make a difficult decision.
In this “suspenseful...captivating” (Publishers Weekly) novel in GhostWalker
series, #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan tracks the
desperate steps of a wanted woman—betrayed, avenging, and dangerously
irresistible… Gator Fontenot of the Special Forces paranormal squad can’t
refuse an urgent request to save the elusive Iris “Flame” Johnson, a victim of
the same horrific experiments that warped Gator. Now unleashed, she’s a redhaired weapon of unimaginable destructive powers, a walking time bomb bent
on revenge in the sultry bayous of New Orleans, and hunted by a shadowy
assassin. It’s Gator’s job to reel Flame in. But can two people haunted by
violent betrayals trust the passion that soon ignites between them? Or is one
of them just playing another seductive and deadly night game?
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From the #1 New York Times bestselling author this sizzling holiday
Books
paranormal romance is now available as an eBook for the first time ever!
Terrified by mysterious threats, Jessica Fitzpatrick takes her twin wards to the
island mansion of their estranged father, Dillon Wentworth, a famous musician
who became a recluse after a fire claimed his wife’s life and left him disfigured.
With Christmas approaching, the spark between Dillon and Jessica might light
the future, but the evil machinations of those who share his wife’s love of the
occult may plunge the family into darkness—unless a Christmas miracle
occurs.
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